INVENTORY OF NON-TARIFF BARRIERS

Corrigendum

The following changes should be made in the inventory to rectify errors in reporting the notification by Switzerland.

Columns are referred to by numbers as follows:

- Column 1: Restrictions
- Column 2: Products affected
- Column 3: Notified by
- Column 4: Comments

Page 100, columns 1-4: Insert a penultimate item, to read as follows:

"Quantitative restrictions
Certain industrial products.
Switzerland
Granting of licences depends on factors often poorly defined."

Page 101, columns 1-4: Delete the last item on the page, reading "Import licence ... poorly defined."

Page 102, column 4, second line: Replace "discriminatory" by "protective".

Page 102, column 1: After fourth item insert the following, opposite "Switzerland" "Statistical duties and charge for administrative services (0.5%)."

Page 103, column 1, third line: After "Consular formalities" insert "and certificates of origin".

Page 106, columns 1-4: Amend the second item to read as follows:

"Refund of the IGE turnover tax upon exportation.
Almost all products.
Switzerland
Basis for calculations is not subject to verification; refund comprises an element of export subsidy."

Page 129, column 3: Insert "Switzerland" opposite (1) "Import regulations" (under "Quantitative restrictions"), and (2) "Exchange certificate ..." (under "Prior deposits etc.").
Amend the fourth line to read: "Sweetened condensed whole".

Amend "taxes" to read "tax".

Insert "Switzerland" opposite "The American Selling Price system of valuation".

Amend the comments opposite "Switzerland" to read as follows:

"Application of the 'home market value' for products included in the 'Final List' for 1958, some of which are of export interest to Switzerland, implies a dutiable value calculated according to internal prices in the Swiss market. Because of the fact that, for various reasons, these are frequently higher than the export prices invoiced to American importers, these products are penalized when entering the United States."

Delete "Switzerland".